Supplementary Information
Movie S1: The movement of live cells in the device towards soft and middle outlets.
Movie S2: The movement of live and dead cells in the device towards the outlets when they were mixed at a ratio of 1:1 in the inlet. 
Purification of cord blood
We have implemented our device for the purification of cord blood by eliminating the stiff, nonviable cells from the sample.
No such application was shown.
5-outlets device
For the first time, we have designed and implemented ridge based microfluidic device with 5-outlets such that the recovery and purity can be chosen based upon which outlets are pooled and collected.
Previously, we have implemented 2-oultets 1 or 3-oultets 3 devices for biomechanical sorting.
Number of ridges
The number of ridges was optimized to 14 for 5-outlets device based upon empirical data that show trajectory divergence cease as cells lose their effective compliance.
The number of ridges used previously was 21 or higher 1-3 .
Outlet design
Diameter of the outlets was increased to 3 mm for increased cell collection.
Diameter of the outlets were 1 mm 1-3 .
The expansion region before the outlets and angular displacement of the outlets were redesigned computationally for 5-outlets device to distribute the channel flow uniformly to ensure better separation efficiency for viable and nonviable cells.
The expansion region and angular displacement of the outlets were designed to distribute the channel flow to increase the collection of soft cells 3 .
Device resolution and performance 5-outlets device has 1.67 times better resolution compared to 3-outlets device for stiffness based sorting.
3-outlets device has 1.67 times lower resolution compared to 5-outlets device.
Enrichment up to 185-fold was obtained.
The enrichment was up to 45-fold 3 .
For equal amount of viable and nonviable cells in the inlet, the purity of viable cells was improved to 99.50% in soft 1 outlet. The recovery rate was also increased to 95% by combining soft 1, soft 2 and middle outlets.
For equal amount of viable and nonviable cells in the inlet, the purity of viable cells was 88.67% with recovery rate of only 57%.
Study of genetic properties
Studied genetic properties (caspase activity) of sorted cells using flow cytometry.
Did not study genetic properties of sorted cells.
Statistical analysis
We have performed a statistical analysis of the accuracy of sorting by determining the diagnostic odds ratio and receiver operator curves to validate that our sorting was based on stiffness.
No such statistical analysis was performed previously.
